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-WHY ARE WE WEARING
YELLOW TODAY?

HERE IS BREWSTER WITH 
SOME MORE 

INFORMATION!



Cystic 
Fibrosis

Help make a change



What is Cystic Fibrosis?

• Cystic Fibrosis is a medical condition that makes your 
digestive system and your lungs not work properly 
because mucus builds up in them. The cause of this is 
due to being born with a faulty Gene which means I can 
not control my salt.



What can I do to keep my lungs healthy?

• There are special treatments for my lungs called 
nebulisers which come with special liquids that I breath 
into my lungs, I need to do these 4 times a day. I need 
to do physio at least once a day and lots of exercise.



What can I take to keep healthy?

• I have these special tablets called Creon which I take with most foods, these 
help break the food down so my body can absorb it.

• I take vitamins called DEKAs because I can’t naturally absorb them.

• I also take Salt tablets to replace all the salt that my body loses.



What food do I need 
to eat?

• Because I cant absorb my food very well 
and I have to do so much exercise, I 
have to eat food with more fat, salt and 
calories. 

• My favourite foods are mini microwave 
pepperoni pizza, fajitas, nachos, Jaffa 
cakes and fudges.



The future

• They’re working on a tablet that would correct the 
fault in the broken gene meaning my CF symptoms 
wouldn’t be as bad.

• This is why we need to raise money and awareness, to 
fund these future drugs to help people like me.



THANK YOU!!! ☺

• Thank you for supporting me and other 
people with CF on our Yellow Day!







Ducklings wrote letters to people who help us, to 
say thank you, and to ask about the different 

things that they do.





Rayna Teddy Mya

Eridian







Tudor-style houses that would have existed during the 1066 fire. Well done 
Jake, Maddie and Melody.



Drawings of Tudor-style houses on fire! Well done June, 
Daniel and Florence!
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Using Atlases to find out about where the
rainforests of the world are located.



Cystic Fibrosis discussion



Unfortunately our equipment has not arrived yet, but we hope to have it soon!
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The class have been learning about how to cook and serve different foods from around the world.



FOREST SCHOOL!



FOREST SCHOOL!



Stop-Frame Animation – Well done Oakley and Luca!
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